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The renowned editor Charles Rowell was right to declare that African
American poets have achieved a new kind of freedom in the twenty-first-
century, but he did not name that freedom rightly. In “Writing Self, Writing
Community,” his introduction to Angles of Ascent: A Norton Anthology of
Contemporary African American Poetry (2013), Rowell asserts, “After
incalculable sacrifices, the long struggles, and the sociopolitical challenges
of their ancestors as artists and advocates for freedom and respect under the
Declaration of Independence, the U. S. Constitution, and post-mid-
nineteenth-century progressive laws, contemporary African American poets
have declared a space, however incomplete, to create as they please” (xxxix).
Crediting the artists of the 1960s Black Arts Movement, the self-proclaimed
“spiritual sister” of the Black Power movement, with persuasively asserting
their commitments to community, collective action, and social revolution
through their art, Rowell declares that, “instead of engaging their poems as
instruments in the sociopolitical struggles of African Americans, contempor-
ary black American poets are now writing self against the backdrop of
community” (xxxix). Rowell understands this new priority on “the interior
landscape of the poet” to be the commonly held fulfillment of the principles
of freedom promulgated in the 1960s. This priority is also for Rowell the
pinnacle of an aesthetic “angle of ascent” that was facilitated in part by
access to predominantly white institutions of higher education, including
MFA programs that offer rigorous training in craft. For Rowell, this training
has helped contemporary poets to exceed the aesthetic limits of the Black
Arts Movement’s call for a revolutionary black art actively defiant of any
mainstream norms of aesthetic meaning and value; and, for a certain swath
of contemporary poets, these assessments are quite apt, but Rowell’s
emphasis on the personal captures only a narrow field of contemporary
practice. Indeed, contemporary poets have pursued multiple angles of ascent
through their modes of introspection, their artistry proliferating into
a remarkable variegation of freedoms.
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The personal introspection Rowell prizes is thus but one aspect of a broader
inward-turning whose central principle is continuous with the defining prior-
ities of the Black Arts Movement, a principle that might be more aptly named
self-determination, the asserting of the terms by which to define one’s own
existence. Not just concerned with reflecting on the personal against the
communal, in other words, most contemporary African American poets
have embraced black culture as a historical and cultural landscape to be
mapped into new frontiers in order to make the individual black self (not
only to reflect on it) and then to develop terms for the liberation of that self,
individual and collective, from social and cultural limitations of all kinds,
including those within black culture. They reject the binary oppositions
between self and community, internal landscape and protest, literary and
political, that Rowell implicitly endorses and whose logic has been used to
exclude African American poets from access to publication and prizes and, at
times, from access to their own minds. These poets expand the personal so
that, as the poet and scholar Evie Shockley observes, what distinguishes black
aesthetics is not any particular politics or literary form or sensibility but rather
“the subjectivity of the African American writer – that is the subjectivity
produced by the experience of identifying or being interpolated as ‘black’ in
the U.S. – actively working out a poetics in the context of a racist society” (9).
Even when writing the personal, in other words, contemporary poets engage
directly with how being interpellated into dominant ideologies of race creates
all manner of tensions between that social constitution of identity and their
self-perception. Part of contemporary poetic freedom has come from directly
confronting the effects of these social forces outside of both self and commu-
nity by seeking to constitute in their own terms that complex and inchoate
entity called blackness that is as much a product as the subject of that “active”
mind. The scholar Bertram Ashe put it well: “These artists ‘trouble’ black-
ness,” hewrites, “they worry blackness; they stir it up, touch it, feel it out, and
hold it up for examination in ways that depart significantly from previous –
and necessary – preoccupations with struggling for political freedom, or with
an attempt to establish and to sustain a coherent black identity” (614).
Crucially, this troubling comes not from a rejection of blackness and its
politics in favor of a discrete, apolitical individuality but, as the poet, critic,
and curator Kevin Young concludes, from how these poets “see and saw
blackness as a given, both as subject matter and as subjectivity,” allowing
them “to stand at the crossroads of culture at which the black artist bargains,
trades, borrows, makes, steals, and stories in a world of his or her own
making” (289). Here is a personal, collective, historical, and aesthetic self-
examination – this empowering inward-turning – that hasmade contemporary
African American aesthetic freedom possible.
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Moreover, this freedom remains engaged in remaking the larger culture in
varying modes of social resistance, with these poets’ aesthetic innovations
and social spaces constituting what they have made of the revolutionary
blackness to which the Black Arts Movement aspired. Whatever one’s judg-
ments about greater achievements, then, it is crucial to recognize important
continuities. Radical 1960s artists as disparate as Larry Neal, Nikki
Giovanni, Don L. Lee, Hoyt Fuller, Carolyn Rodgers, and Sonia Sanchez
pursued what they called the “Black Aesthetic,” an ostensibly singular and
“radical reordering of the western cultural aesthetic” (Neal 29) keyed to
calling a black audience to nationalist revolution through a turn to black
vernacular cultural traditions, improvisational performative practices
inspired by jazz, and innovative revisions of Standard English syntax, in
the interest of remaking the black mind. Although they never agreed on
any singular political program, they were united in declaring that cultural
self-determination was central to any liberation. Their legacy was thus to
grant contemporary poets license to see their own ways to and through this
aesthetic self-determination. Shockley rightly urges readers to see how this
inheritance produced “‘black aesthetics,’ plural: a multifarious, contingent,
non-delimited complex of strategies that African American writers may use
to negotiate gaps or conflicts between their artistic goals and the operation of
race in the production, dissemination, and reception of their writing” (9). By
the twenty-first-century, these pursuits of self-examination and self-
determination comprised at least four broad and overlapping realms of
practice: the apolitical introspection Rowell prizes; a rethinking of African
American history and heritage beyond the terms of simple affirmation;
a personalized mode of collectivist protest in line with Black Arts
Movement practices; and a black literary collective action enacted by the
numerous African American writers collectives and workshops that have
arisen since the 1960s. Poets operating in all four of these realms adapt
traditional and innovative techniques and turn to American, African,
European, Middle Eastern, and Asian sources for the means to refute the
very cultural logic that opposed self and community, art and politics, in the
first place. The result has been not only individual aesthetic freedom and
achievement but also a powerful and empowering transformation of US
poetry – in its social and aesthetic forms – in their own images.
Understanding what contemporary African American poets have in com-

mon with each other and with the Black Arts Movement thus requires
comprehending this self-determining “active mind” as it seeks to dismantle
the oppressive logic of Western poetics in which aesthetic achievement is
opposed to race politics and African American identity. In a 1963 review of
the poetry of Gwendolyn Brooks, the poet and critic Louis Simpson
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exemplified this dehumanizing logic from which black writers have long
sought to be free. “I am not sure it is possible for a Negro to write well
without making us aware he is a Negro,” Simpson averred. “On the other
hand, if being a Negro is the only subject, the writing is not important”
(Simpson 23). Harvey Curtis Webster was more explicit, declaring that
Brooks “refuses to let Negro-ness limit her humanity” (21). For these
critics, the particulars of black life limit access to the common feelings
and experiences – called “humanity” – recognizable as such only in certain
forms, rhetoric, images, or subject matter, none of which derive from black
life. Such critics thus fail to recognize the cultural and emotional reson-
ances – the humanity – of being “Negro.” This failure constitutes what
Addison Gayle aptly called “cultural strangulation” in his 1972 essay of
that title. Gayle traces the historical emergence in Western iconography of
the color “white” as a symbol of good and beauty and right (and even of the
human) and “black” as a symbol of evil and ugliness andwrong, identifying
this emergence as the defining feature of the so-called “white aesthetic.”He
concludes, “the extent of the cultural strangulation of Black literature by
white critics has been the extent to which they have been allowed to define
the terms in which the Black artist will deal with his own experience”
(Gayle, “Cultural Strangulation” 212). The long life of this logic can be
seen, for example, in Helen Vendler’s suggestion in her 2011 review of Rita
Dove’s editing of The Penguin Anthology of Twentieth Century American
Poetry that most of those writers of color that Dove included, concerned as
they are with race politics, are not worth remembering.

Gayle spoke for the whole movement when he foresaw rightly that dis-
mantling this logic requires an embrace of the multiplicity of black culture
and experience as self-evidently valid sources of human selfhood and beauty.
He put it this way: “the acceptance of the phrase ‘Black is Beautiful’ is the
first step in the destruction of the old table of the laws and the construction of
new ones, for the phrase flies in the face of the whole ethos of the white
aesthetic” (Gayle 212). Thus, when leading Black Arts Movement theorist
and poet LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka asserted that it was the role of the black
artist to destroy America as he knows it, he had in mind this reorientation
toward self-defined terms for dealing with African American experience and
the creation of intellectual and cultural spaces in which this black self-
examination could take place freely. Ron Karenga asserted aptly that “the
fact that we are black is our ultimate reality” (10), locating knowledge and
ethics in blackness itself. The statement thus affirms the Black Aesthetic
principle that, to quote Nikki Giovanni’s 1968 poem “Of Liberation,”
“Blackness is its own qualifier / Blackness is its own standard” (9). Jones/
Baraka’s poem “Black Art” is one of the most anthologized poems of the
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movement because it makes plain the aim of this self-determination: “Let
Black people understand / that they are the lovers and the sons / of lovers and
warriors and sons / of warriors Are poems& poets & / all the loveliness here
in the world” (n. pag.).
Even the twenty-first-century poets committed to the personal introspection

that Rowell privileges garner the fullest access to their interior landscapes by
following aspects of this Black Arts Movement roadmap. Pulitzer Prize–
winner Dove captures well this complex connection between her interior
landscape and this revolutionary discourse of black self-determination.
Recalling that she would “get an occasional slap of the wrist because my
poetry was, for some people, ‘not black enough,’” she observed that “The
Program,” as she called the movement’s revolutionary aesthetic disciplines,
had, “after some political victories that served the purpose, stumbled into
dead ends, artistically speaking” (Rowell xlv). Resisting the fidelity to “the
blighted urban world inhabited by the poems of the Black Arts Movement”
that “was notmine,”Dove developed artisticmeansmore commensurate with
“the gamut ofmiddle class experience, in a comfy housewith picket fences and
rose bushes on a tree-lined street inWest Akron” that she had in her childhood
(Rowell xlv). Yet even given this significant class and geography difference, for
Dove the departure from any Black Arts Movement orthodoxy was not
entirely a principled rejection since that rejection was itself a similar kind of
self-determination: “The time was ripe; all one had to do was walk up to the
door they had been battering at and squeeze through the breech [sic]” (Rowell
xlv). Fellow Pulitzer Prize–winner Yusef Komunyakaa made a similar point:
“In many ways, the Civil Rights Movement had intellectually prepared us for
this necessary juncture in African American creativity . . . An internal dialogue
is possible through metaphorical inquiry that is highly political and enduring,
an inquiry that continuously reinvents itself. We wanted a poetry that would
speak to and for the whole person” (Rowell xliv). Komunyakaa’s winning
volume Neon Vernacular (1993) resists what he saw as “the Program’s”
narrowing of black personhood by substantiating the centrality of jazz, that
defining African American musical form, to his artistic introspection.
Komunyakaa enacts what one scholar described as “the individual artist’s
improvisational expression of a fundamental human loneliness lingering
beneath black skin,” an “expressive necessity” that “is necessarily manifest
in distinctive cultural forms” (Leonard 825). Nonetheless, Komunyakaa knew
well that jazz and the blues functioned as a communal expressivity for African
Americans, making its introspection representative of that collective. What
Komunyakaa has done is effectively elaborated on the sense that blackness is
central to the “whole person” implicit even in the most strident Black Arts
Movement proscriptions.
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The difference that the Black Arts Movement made for personalized lyric
introspection is thus not only that such personae have community as
a backdrop. It is also that they should be more rigorously imbedded in
their entire social and ideological worlds. Pulitzer Prize–winner Gregory
Pardlo captures this expansive and rigorous self-awareness well: “The
poem I write is not only a reflection of how I view the world; it is
a reflection of how I choose to view the world” (“Logic of Ekphrasis”
348). He goes on: “Whether I externalize the authority that is rightfully
mine, and choose instead to represent reality inhabited by some widely
held value or belief, or I claim for myself the authority to re-present reality
in a way that suggests choice, liberty, and agency . . . I am always engaged in
some form of representation” (“Logic of Ekphrasis” 348). In the process,
Pardlo confronts “an obligation to the idea of justice or balance” that
requires “shoulder[ing] the weight of cultural, racial, and literary expect-
ations” (“Logic of Ekphrasis” 348). For example, the first poem in his
prizewinning volume Digest (2014), entitled “Written By Himself,” plays
with tropes of birth and self-narration from slave narratives and blues songs
as each cultural form uses those tropes to claim the existence and the
authority of an erased or burdened self: “I was born in minutes in
a roadside kitchen a skillet / whispering my name. I was born to rainwater
and lye; / I was born across the river where I / was borrowed with clothes-
pins” (3). The “I” is clearly not Pardlo. He declares, “I wanted to interrogate
the historical narrative of black suffering by foregrounding the essence of
that narrative as text, by foregrounding its materiality, and separating that
materiality from the historical facts of black suffering. Materializing the
conceptual elements in the poem allows me the wiggle room I need to
decouple notions of ontology and ideology” (“Logic of Ekphrasis” 351).
Being versus ideology: this pursuit is a species of the 1960s radical self-
determination because, as contemporary poets recognize, assertions of
black being can thoroughly transform Western racial logic, which is predi-
cated on the absence of that being, as in Simpson’s and Webster’s reviews.
The freedom contemporary African American poets pursue and achieve
derives from the various ways in which they explore how to extricate this
emotional being from the material effects of dehumanizing ideology.

This shared aesthetic project is exemplified even more fully in the work of
those poets who eschew personal introspection in favor of elaborating on
African American history, heritage, and memory. For example, Natasha
Trethewey seems to articulate quite a traditional sense of the personal in history:

I want to create a public record of people who are often excluded from the
public record. I want to inscribe their stories into the larger American story.
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I want readers who might be unfamiliar with these people, their lives, and their
particular circumstances to begin to know something about them, to see in the
people that I write about some measure of them, and to, I think, enlarge the
community of humanity. (1025)

Yet in order to unearth the “ontology” of the emotion of forgotten people,
Trethewey shifts the burden of the personal from the traditional lyric “I”
typical of many introspective poems to an intersection of multiple voices
incorporated from a variety of preexisting, nonpoetic texts. She develops her
book Bellocq’s Ophelia (2002) by interpreting photographs of mixed-race
prostitutes in NewOrleans, and she won the Pulitzer Prize forNative Guard
(2006), which juxtaposes elegies for her murdered mother with poems
translating into verse archival material about enslaved Africans throughout
the South and about the African American Civil War soldiers in Mississippi
who were known as the Native Guard. In many instances in each volume,
Trethewey uses ekphrasis – the writing of a poem to describe another art
form – to move from the alleged objectivity of historical materials, usually
photographs, into the realm of the imagination, creating a line of access to
the interior landscapes of figures other than herself through the documents
through which they have been (mis)represented. She disciplines these mul-
tiple voices into rigorously crafted sonnets, villanelles, and pantoums, and
into patterned verse forms of Trethewey’s own making, in order to untether
those forms from the strangulating assumptions about the whitewashed
conception of beauty and humanity associated with them. Poetic form
becomes historical inscription, not just “white” standards of artistic virtuos-
ity, challenging the authority of traditional historical knowledge by making
self-critical poetic interpretation at least as legitimate. Instead of offering
only a celebration of African American history or representative poetic
mastery, then, Trethewey remakes the concepts of history and of aesthetic
mastery in relationship to one another in order to remake the black historical
self.
In his Pulitzer Prize–winning Olio (2016), Tyehimba Jess takes an even

more expansive approach, making historical texts themselves into poems.
Seeking the emotional resonances of African American blackfaceminstrels in
particular, the book defines its method, “olio,” as “a miscellaneous mixture
of heterogeneous elements; hodgepodge,” as “a miscellaneous collection (as
of literary or musical selections)” and “also: the second part of a minstrel
show which featured a variety of performance acts and later evolved into
vaudeville” (n. pag.). Jess told assembled students at Interlochen Arts
Academy in Michigan that “Characters have depth. They have multiple
dimensions, right? A caricature, you only show one side of a person.
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They’re oafish. Or they’re silly. Or they’re dumb, etcetera. A character, you
see multiple sides of their humanity” (n. pag.). Jess tells aspects of these
characters’ hodgepodge stories with and through the caricatures they were
sometimes forced to inhabit as he juxtaposes photos of them or diaries from
them against historical documents of vaudeville or the events of the day. Even
more than Trethewey’s work, Olio predicates its critique of racism on the
premise that its mixed methodology is necessary as it juxtaposes fact and
fiction, ideology and emotion in order for each to reveal the truth each gives
to the other.

This emphasis on emotional resonances in places other than the lyric voice
has also led to stirring revisions to the techniques of radical protest for which
the Black Arts Movement is often disparaged. Instead of creating characters
who are symbols or metonyms of black struggle or black heroism, or making
urban blightmetonymic of all black struggle, as their predecessors sometimes
did, poets like Patricia Smith and Nikky Finney evoke African American
political interests by locating aspects of history within the personal rather
than the symbolic, allowing for a more robust sense of how the individual
interior affirms itself in part by relating to and expressing communal social
situations and collective history. Smith successfully translates the protest
ethos of her award-winning slam-poetry practice, where rhymed oral story-
telling often revolves around personal experience of and commentary on
social injustices much like Black Arts Movement protest, onto the page of
formal poetics. Her volume Incendiary Art, a finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer
Prize, meditates on the lynching of Emmett Till and on ongoing state violence
against African Americans by moving inside and outside of fully realized
personae to enhance the poet’s protest. One of Smith’s many title poems,
“Incendiary Art,” characterizes the social conditions that should remind us
that black men are “meant as meat” and yet that “Our sons don’t burn their
cities as a rule, / born, as they are, up to their neck in fuel” (10). The poem
“Incendiary Art: The Body” adds in its concluding lines that “there are
unstruck matches / everywhere” (Smith 129). These lines indicate that the
rule of burning cities is not assigned by the black denizens but by the society
that provides the fuel of exclusion and poverty. The lines also affirm that
these “sons” are remarkable for not burning up cities more often as a matter
of course, their restraint a rule more impressive than the rule of burning that
might be more appropriate to their condition. Smith renders history and
oppression as emotional forces, not just social ones, then, and reveals – even
enacts – in her carefully crafted poems how political expression is and, to be
effective, must be an incendiary art. Beauty inheres in the emotional and
imaginative life necessary to survive and to resist, such that communal acts of
anti-racist violence, when they do happen, affirm the “being” of these “sons”
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as much as it protests against policy, and as meaningfully as any other art
form could. Similarly, Finney has affirmed the internal lives of numerous
African American women, historical and fictional, by critiquing the violence
to which they are subject, including from instances of misogyny in Black Arts
Movement thought. In her poem “Clitoris,” for example, Finney personifies
this sexual pleasure node to evoke the oppressive ideologies by which women
are likewise “meant as meat” (56). At the same time, the personified clitoris
reclaims its pleasure, allowing the objectified part to replenish the whole
person. Smith and Finney have thus found modes of artistry that extend the
“dogmatism” believed to be an aesthetic limit to Black Arts Movement
verse into a fully realized emotional experience capable of conveying the
intricate beauty inhering in being constituted by racism and nonetheless
finding themeans to resist. One becomes free to see the beauty in incinerating
injustice both outside of and within the community.
These challenges to the binaries of self versus community and art versus

politics enacted by self-determination thus call for a thorough revision of
traditional ways of reading of the relationship among blackness, form, and
political meaning in all contemporary verse. As mentioned, Shockley shifts
attention away from the predominant approach of seeking to define distinct-
ively black poetic forms – inherited from the Black Arts Movement – and
toward the blackmind’s active creation of beautiful solutions to the aesthetic
problems caused by race politics. Writing about black experimental writers
in ways applicable to more traditional ones, Anthony Reed characterizes
such black formalism as “racialized reading” that misinterprets poems as
straightforward, prosaic commentaries on the poet’s biography and/or race
politics and relies on a “romance of resistance” in which dissidence depends
on a (falsely) coherent black identity. Instead, Reed “locate[s] a new concep-
tion of literary politics rooted in literature’s raising new questions, proposing
new modes of being together, and offering new conceptions and theories
adequate to the complexity of our common pasts and presents” (1). These
“literary politics” – not unlike Shockley’s aesthetic problem-solving – derive
from the techniques, like Trethewey’s multiple voices or Pardlo’s emphasis
on materiality, by which literature makes “legible the outlines of its time, its
framing of legible speech and illegible noise, and its injunction to think
beyond the present strictures of ‘allowable thought’” (6). Reed thus encour-
ages readers to recognize not only explicit commentary but also how poems
can reach beyond the immediate conditions as each “announces a challenge –
and an opportunity – to disarticulate race as a pseudo-ontological category
from the ethico-political obligations thought to derive from race as ‘lived
experience’” (6). Recognizing race as ideology rather than ontology,
Reed suggests, will direct readers to attend to the implications of a poem
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directed away from current terms of racial conflict and affirmation and
toward possible, and possibly more liberating, alternatives. He calls it
imagining a future. Even in poems like Smith’s or Finney’s, then, where
a current situation is often specified, the way to read their poems most
fully, following Reed’s apt declarations, is to trace how formal innovation
and emotional complexity locate empowerment not only in critique and
affirmation but also in reframed thinking. One must read for the attempt
to change what can be thought.

The experimental poets for whom Reed develops his approach are even
more likely to bemisread than Smith and Finney in a binary opposition of self
and community, since these poets are inclined to do away altogether with
traditional notions of self and any associated categories, including those
being asserted in this chapter. In their introduction to Every Goodbye Ain’t
Gone: An Anthology of Innovative Poetry by African Americans (2006),
Lauri Ramey and AldonNielsen urge readers to resist “the plain pure surface
of identitarian free verse . . . [that has come] to be all of that long black song
that America could hear singing” (xix), verse exemplified by, say, Dove’s
poems in the persona of her grandmother. Even “Clitoris” might qualify.
Nielsen and Ramey call attention to poets who pursue nonrepresentational,
nonnarrative, anti-lyric practices, artists whose “troubling” of blackness is
meant to trouble all of the languages by which any meaning is asserted in
order to remake race and its logics from the unsteady ground up. For
example, Nathaniel Mackey has written numerous “songs” for the
Andoumboulou, who are the first – meaning original – people, imperfect in
their primacy, in the cosmology of the Dogon. Shifting the emphasis in jazz
poetics from languages of individual loneliness, Mackey understands sound
and semantics to be aspects of one another, with sound sometimes operating
as a primary meaning-making principle over traditional syntax. Mackey
develops an improvisational sense of poetic composition in which, much
like a jazz solo, unexpected conjunctions of sound and syntax enact the idea
of imperfection as the source of human beauty and possibility. Grant Jenkins
argues that Mackey returns the idea of myth to its Greek root “mu,” for
“mouth,” in his serial long poem of that title. Consequently, “Mackey’s
version of myth foregrounds often overlooked aspects of humanity . . . such
as asymmetry, regress, residue, insurmountability, and ‘whatsaying,’” a term
Mackey often uses to “draw on myth not as the foundation for an identity
but as ‘troubling’ or ‘worrying’ tradition” (Jenkins 36). Musical ritual and
African cosmologies do not for Mackey affirm an empowered version of the
“Negro” as “pseudo-ontological,” as Reed might put it. Instead, again
quoting Jenkins, Mackey’s song, “rooted in what is absent, regards source;
that is, speaks about its own sources and the lacunae that haunt them” and
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focuses “on the correspondence with an interlocutor, not on the futile search
for identity in origins” (36). The idea that black music and African ritual
authenticate blackness shifts from source to collaboration, a shift that invites
collective creativity in responding to the existential burden of meaning-
making in the absence of any absolute authority. Mackey thus endorses
a meaning-making ethic that liberates affirmation from the strictures of the
self-contained liberal humanist perfectible self of Enlightenment thought that
managed to its detriment to justify democracy and slavery at the same time
and that, in its unquestioned dominance in theWest, seems to constitute self-
sufficient perfection as the limit of allowable affirmative thought. That
Mackey won the National Book Award for combining aspects of “Mu”
and “Song of the Andoumboulou” into the volume Splay Anthem (2006)
suggests that other thoughts might be allowable after all.
It may seem odd to suggest that the mainstream success of many of the

practitioners of these multiple black aesthetics testifies to the fulfillment of
radical mandates of the Black Arts Movement, but it is clear that the institu-
tional authority these poets have gained allowed them to make poetic culture
in their own images, thereby fulfilling some of the radical ideals of the
movement. In addition to such individual accolades as Pulitzer Prizes and
major fellowships, Trethewey, Dove, Young, Finney and others have also
published anthologies and collected works of other poets, curated archives,
guided Library of Congress programming, cultivated students in MFA pro-
grams, and participated in one or more of many African American writers’
collectives, that twenty-first-century enactment of the 1960s radicals’ call for
independent black literary institutions. The most substantial of these has
been Cave Canem, founded by Cornelius Eady and Toi Derricotte in 1996

and responsible for supporting many if not most of the major writers of the
contemporary moment.1 The organization annually provides thirty-six
poets – who are accepted after an application process – with a week-long
retreat with workshop leaders selected from among the most lauded of
contemporary poets, functioning much like the MFA programs that Rowell
endorses. It launched poets like Trethewey, whose first manuscript was
selected by Dove for the first ever Cave Canem prize.
Cave Canem is impressive, but perhaps the more significant organizations

have been the informal collectives that have had no endowments or applica-
tion processes and that have nonetheless provided space for African
American poets to write with one another with support but without the
burden of fundraising. The now-disbanded Dark Room Collective, founded
by Sharan Strange, Janice Lowe, and Thomas Sayers Ellis, created an infor-
mal African American reading series and writers’ workshop in a Cambridge
Victorian in the late 1980s to affirm linkages between generations of African
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American writers and to cultivate a community. The reading series got so
well-known it moved to Boston University. Strange worried that the group
“capitulated to the university and the museum in the end” but, as she
recognized, not without “changing those places in important ways”
(n. pag.). Indeed, close to as many prominent contemporary poets had
contact with the Dark Room as have gone through Cave Canem, and most
have made major marks on mainstream poetry. Affirming the “change”
Strange hoped for, the Affrilachian Poets, a loose collective in and around
the University of Kentucky who claim for African Americans the heritage of
Appalachia usually figured as white, exemplifies the powerful dissidence
these informal institutions can enact.2 Offered the 2016 Governor’s Award
in the Arts, which is meant “to recognize individuals and organizations that
have made extraordinary and significant contributions to the arts in
Kentucky,” the group refused it in protest of what they perceived to be the
unjust policies of Governor Matt Bevin’s administration towards the poor
and the LGBTQ community. Similarly, formed within Cave Canem, the
Black TookCollective, three queer AfricanAmerican poets, sought to change
blackness from within by exorcising “an apparition, a familiar – the reitera-
tive and irascible black poem, cloaked in ‘authenticity,’ encircling black
cultural experience with a stifling string of sites/cites/sights: the South, rivers,
‘Mother Africa’” among other conventions. Urging black self-determination
to be more inclusive and thus more dissident, Black Took offers in their
multimedia, nonnarrative performances, staged across the country,
a postmodern, queer-theory critique of civil rights–era affirmation. Such
collectives, workshops, and communities – too numerous to name here –

enact the collective self-assertion for which the civil rights era had called.
This is the freedom that leads to the power of contemporary African

American poetics, and part of that power is its capacity to unite across
boundaries, including between elite and popular. One cannot comprehend
the contemporary scene without seeing how spoken word and slam poetries
have sent poets from stages large and small throughout the country to the
pages of books published by presses large and small. Patricia Smith is not
alone, then, given how Jessica Care Moore in her performances, press and
foundation has sustained the aesthetics of spoken word and supported the
work of spoken-word poets who have not made a mark on the mainstream
but who have made their marks nonetheless. WhenMichael Brown was shot
in Ferguson, Missouri, the aftermath of that travesty motivated
#BlackPoetsSpeakOut, an online community of poets, many of whom will
not get MFAs, posting videos in response to and in protest of state violence
and mass incarceration. It might be fair to say that it would be of this
underground that Amiri Baraka and Nikki Giovanni would have been
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most proud. After all, the existence of these nontraditional sites of practice
and proliferation parallel to the Pulitzer Prizes and Cave Canem alumni only
proves the point: contemporary African American poets have indeed come to
create as they please. Looking inward and outward at the same time, these
African American poets from all walks of life and institutional trajectories
have changed the face of US poetry for good.

Notes

1. See Derricotte; Jones.
2. See Burris.
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